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Abstract: We present measurements of AC-LGADs performed at the Fermilab’s test beam facility
using 120 GeV protons. We studied the performance of various strip and pad AC-LGAD sensors that
were produced by BNL and HPK. The measurements are performed with our upgraded test beam
setup that utilizes a high precision telescope tracker, and a simultaneous readout of up to 7 channels
per sensor, which allows detailed studies of signal sharing characteristics. These measurements
allow us to assess the differences in designs between different manufacturers, and optimize them
based on experimental performance. We then study several reconstruction algorithms to optimize
position and time resolutions that utilize the signal sharing properties of each sensor. We present
a world’s first demonstration of silicon sensors in a test beam that simultaneously achieve better
than 6–10 µm position and 30 ps time resolution. This represents a substantial improvement to the
spatial resolution than would be obtained with binary readout of sensors with similar pitch.
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1 Introduction

Future proposed colliders require O(10) ps time resolution and O(10) µm position resolution in
order to disentangle the expected extreme number of simultaneous interactions per bunch crossing
and improve particle identification capabilities [1, 2]. One of the major breakthroughs in detector
technology in recent years has been the development of novel types of silicon detectors that provide
good timing resolution. These detectors are based on technologies that have demonstrated timing
resolution of few tens of picoseconds, for instance with Low Gain Avalanche Detectors (LGADs) [3–
7]. Developed for the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) experiments, conventional LGADs provide
precise time resolution of around 30 ps, but only coarse position resolution (approx. 1 mm) [8, 9].

The principle of operation of LGADs is based on the creation of a thin layer of high electric
field at the 𝑛+ and 𝑝+ junction where the signal is amplified by avalanche multiplication. The
LGADs for the HL-LHC are implemented as 50 µm thick 𝑛−in−𝑝 silicon sensors with a highly
doped 𝑝+ layer under the 𝑛+ electrode. A prime challenge for these detectors is to minimize the
inactive area between the pads to maximize the fill-factor, and consequently to achieve near 100%
detection efficiency. A significant reduction in LGAD cell sizes can be achieved by using the
recently developed AC-coupled LGADs (AC-LGADs [10–13]). These sensors achieve a 100%
fill-factor by using an uninterrupted gain layer and n+ implant, paired with finely segmented AC-
coupled electrodes separated from the junction by a thin oxide layer. The charge is collected on the
detector junction, and spreads through the n+ layer towards ground. As the charge spreads, signals
are induced in the electrodes, as described in [14]. By studying how the signals are shared between
the electrodes, the location of the particle interaction can be precisely interpolated with precision
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much finer than the segmentation of the electrodes. As AC-LGADs offer a simple fabrication,
maintain the precise time resolution of DC-LGADs, and allow fine segmentation, they serve as a
strong sensor candidate for 4-dimensional trackers.

The AC-LGAD sensors are sufficiently new that the possibilities for the electrode optimization
have just begun to be explored, including variations in the pitch, shape and size of electrodes, and the
resistivity of the n+ implant. We reported first studies of the performance of prototype AC-LGAD
sensors exposed to particle beams in a previous publication [14, 15]. In this paper we expand those
studies to include several new detector prototypes produced by Brookhaven National Laboratory
(BNL) and the KEK/Tsukuba group in collaboration with Hamamatsu Photonics K.K. (HPK) [16]
at the Fermilab (FNAL) Test Beam Facility (FTBF) [17], and focused on in-depth studies of their
performance. Significant upgrades were made to the experimental setup that result in greatly
improved measurement precision. Section 2 presents a description of the AC-LGAD sensors, and
the experimental setup at the FTBF is described in Section 3. Experimental results are presented
in Section 4. These results include measurements of sensor signal properties, measurements of the
device efficiency, and measurements of position and time resolution. Conclusions and outlook are
presented in Section 5.

2 The AC-LGAD sensors

We studied four different AC-LGAD sensors, designed and produced by BNL and KEK/Tsukuba
with HPK.

The first two sensors under study were fabricated at BNL in 2020 and 2021, see Fig. 1 for an
image of the sensors where the BNL 2020 (BNL 2021) is shown on the left (right) of the figure. They
were both fabricated using a class-100 silicon processing facility following the process outlined
in reference [10]. The sensors come from two different wafers, which underwent a very similar
process in the clean room. The wafers are 4-inch p-type epitaxial wafers, where the 50 `m-thick
epitaxial layer was grown over a 0.5 mm thick low-resistivity substrate. The epitaxial layer has a
depletion voltage of 120 V.

The first AC-LGAD sensor, shown on the left panel of Fig. 1 (BNL 2020), has an active area
of about 2 × 2 mm2, and consists of an array of 17 AC-coupled metal strips surrounded by a DC-
connected pad. The sensors are 100 µm in pitch consisting of 1.7 mm long metallized pads which
are 80 µm wide with an inter-strip gap of 20 µm. This sensor has been used in a previous study [15],
where more details of its cross section and parameters are given. The second AC-LGAD sensor,
shown on the right panel of Fig. 1 (BNL 2021), was cut from a different wafer. It has an active
area of 3 × 3 mm2 and consists of three different arrays each with 6 AC-strips that are 80 µm wide.
The three arrays have pitches of 100, 150 and 200 `m with a strip length of about 2.5 mm, varying
slightly between the three arrays to keep the distance from the grounded metal of the DC-contact as
large as their gap with neighboring strips. The two sensors were fabricated with the same thickness
of the dielectric of about 100 nm of PECVD silicon nitride, the same dose of 𝑛+ implant of about
100 times less than in a standard DC-LGAD, similar breakdown voltages of about 200 V, and the
same geometry of the termination.

The remaining AC-LGAD prototype sensors were developed by KEK/Tsukuba using the HPK
layout presented in reference [16]. Both of them, i.e. the third and fourth sensors, have identical
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geometry, shown in Fig. 2, where they both have four pad electrodes of size 500 × 500 `m2, and
feature varying width metalization gaps at each interpad boundary, of 20, 30, 40, and 50 µm. Each
of the HPK devices has an active thickness of 50 µm. A variety of 𝑛+ and 𝑝+ doping concentrations,
ranging from A through E and 1 through 3, respectively, were studied in test samples to optimize
signal size; the two pad devices discussed here were fabricated with C–2 and B–2. These differences
in the fabrication of each HPK sensor leads to the naming convention used throughout the paper
as the HPK C–2 and HPK B–2. The HPK pad sensors have relatively low 𝑛+ resistivity with the
aim of using signal sharing to achieve improved position resolution using high-resolution readout
digitization.

Figure 1: The BNL manufactured sensors tested at FNAL. BNL 2020 sensor (left) with 100 `m
pitch and 20 `m gap sizes. BNL 2021 sensor (right) with three pitch variations 100 `m (narrow),
150 `m (medium), and 200 `m (wide).

Figure 2: The HPK manufactured sensor tested at FNAL. The four-pad device with each pad of
size 500 × 500 `m2, and interpad gap sizes of 20, 30, 40, and 50 µm.
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3 The experimental setup at the FNAL Test Beam Facility

The data presented in this paper were collected at the FNAL test beam facility. The FTBF supplies a
120 GeV proton beam as well as a silicon tracking telescope to measure the position of each incident
proton.

A detailed description of the experimental setup can be found in reference [15], which presents
the results of a 2020 beam campaign. Since that time, several key upgrades have been made which
greatly enhance the capabilities of the setup. These include modifications to the use of the tracking
telescope, the oscilloscope used for waveform acquisition, the readout electronics, and the trigger.
We describe the upgrades in this section.

In the previous setup, the silicon tracker reference resolution was degraded by the extrapolation
of the proton track to the location of the AC-LGAD sensor about 2 m downstream. The resulting
resolution at the sensor location was about 50 µm which rendered the measurement insensitive to
the AC-LGAD position resolution. A new environmental chamber was constructed in order to
host the sensors at the center of the telescope, as shown in Fig. 3 and 4. At this location, the
position resolution of the proton track is in the range of 5–10 µm, which is comparable to the
expected resolution of the AC-LGAD sensors. This improvement allows extracting more stringent
conclusions about the position resolution of the AC-LGAD sensors.

The oscilloscope used in the previous campaign (Keysight MSOX92004A) provided only four
readout channels, which greatly limited the ability to study the properties of multi-channel clusters.
For this campaign, a Lecroy Waverunner 8208HD oscilloscope was acquired. This oscilloscope
features eight readout channels with a bandwidth of 2 GHz and a sampling rate of 10 GS/s per
channel. With the increased channel count, it was possible to capture fully contained clusters within
the active area of the sensors, and still provide high quality waveforms for excellent position and
time resolutions. The AC-LGAD under study typically occupied seven readout channels, while
the eighth was used for the Photek micro-channel plate detector (MCP-PMT) as a reference for the
proton arrival time. The MCP-PMT time resolution for signals from protons has been measured to
be about 10 ps.

The AC-LGAD sensors were mounted on the readout boards developed by Fermilab [18] and
optimized for LGAD sensors, capable of accommodating 16 independent channels. A similar
version of this readout board was used in the previous measurement. For the current study, the
boards used featured a better optimized feedback resistor to improve the signal-to-noise ratio by
roughly 70% at a small cost in signal bandwidth. As a result, LGAD sensors read out by the
improved 16-channel board now obtain timing performance comparable to the low-noise single-
channel UCSC readout board [19]. The total transimpedance on the 16-channel board after two
stages of amplification is roughly 4.3 kΩ, and no additional external amplifiers were used. The
gain for LGAD signals is such that each fC of input charge results in an additional 5 mV in signal
amplitude (that is, 100 mV output for a 20 fC input).

Additionally, an improved trigger was developed for this campaign, based on a 3 mm DC-
LGAD sensor mounted on an independent motion stage. The trigger DC-LGAD could be aligned
with the AC-LGAD under study in order to trigger only a narrow region of interest (ROI). Since
the AC-LGADs are small relative to the width of the beam, the ROI trigger greatly increased the
dataset purity and the acquisition rate of useful events. This improvement enabled a much larger set
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of sensors to be studied in a variety of operating conditions within the limited period of available
beam time.

Ryan Heller12/21/211

Strip and pixel telescope

Trigger (DC-LGAD)

MCP-PMT

proton
AC-LGAD

Figure 3: A diagram of the AC-LGAD under study and the reference instruments along the
beamline.

Figure 4: A photograph of the environmental chamber placed within the FTBF silicon telescope.

Since the position resolution of the tracker telescope measurement at the AC-LGAD location is
now comparable to the expected resolution of the AC-LGAD sensors, the calibration of the tracker
telescope is extremely important. Several methods were used to estimate the tracker position
resolution. First, the track reconstruction algorithm based on the Kalman filter provides an estimate
of the impact parameter resolution for each track based on the compatibility of the track fit with
the observed hits. This yields an estimated resolution of roughly 5 µm. Second, the resolution
was estimated by studying the smearing of the efficiency turn-on curve at the edge of a DC-LGAD
sensor. Assuming the response of the LGAD at the pad edge is a step function with a turn-on
sharper than 1 µm to 2 µm microns, then the observed smearing can be attributed to the tracker
resolution and extracted by a fit to an error function. Finally, the resolution was also estimated using
strip sensors with known pitch using binary readout. In a binary readout scheme, the resolution is
simply the pitch divided by

√
12. Any enhancement of the resolution beyond this value is attributed
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as the tracker impact parameter resolution. In both the DC-LGAD edge fit and the binary readout
methods, the resolution obtained is in the range of 10 µm to 12 µm, somewhat at tension with the
5 µm result obtained from the Kalman filter. Since the Kalman filter resolution does not include
contributions from the alignment with the device under test, we take its estimate as a lower bound.
Conversely, since the two other methods may contain additional systematic errors, we take their
estimates as upper bounds on the resolution. As result, we limit the tracker resolution to a range of
roughly 5–10 µm and consider this range to interpret the observed AC-LGAD performance. For the
AC-LGAD resolutions presented in all plots and figures in this paper, we subtract a contribution of
6 µm, representing a conservative choice for the tracker resolution.

4 Experimental results

Digitized waveforms of the analog signals were recorded by the oscilloscope for each sensor tested,
as described in Section 3. We analyze the waveforms to measure the amplitude and arrival time of
pulses in each individual channel. Waveforms for a typical example event produced by the BNL
2020 strip sensor are shown in Fig. 5. In general, the waveforms from each sensor have similar
shapes, which allows reconstructing the amplitude and time for each charged particle hit using the
same algorithm for all sensors.
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Figure 5: Example waveforms for the BNL 2020 strip sensor (left) showing the measured pulse
shape and size for all channels in an event with a proton impacting the third readout strip. A labeled
photograph of the six readout strips is shown on the right with a red dot indicating the location of
the proton hit for the example waveforms shown on the left.

Events were selected based on two types of requirements. First, only events with high-quality
tracks and MCP-PMT hits are considered, to ensure reliable references for the proton impact
parameter and arrival time. We further require that the track points through the interior of the
readout region of each sensor, to exclude clusters that are only partially reconstructed at the edges.
For example, for the BNL 2020 strip sensor shown in Fig. 5, only events with tracks pointing
between strips 2–5 are considered for the analysis. Then, we define two amplitude thresholds that
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Figure 6: Measured amplitudes for all channels in events where the proton hits Strip 3 for the BNL
2020 (left) and BNL 2021 medium pitch (right) sensors. Each curve is normalized to unit area.

are used to select good events as well as define channels that can be used for the reconstruction
steps described later in this section. A primary threshold ranging from 30–40 mV is used to select
channels consistent with a direct proton hit, and a secondary threshold of 10–20 mV identifies
secondary signals that are not consistent with noise fluctuations. A range of thresholds were used,
optimized for each sensor, and the same threshold was subsequently used for each sensor for all
of the measurements. Only events with a hit above the primary threshold are considered, and the
primary strip is defined as the strip with the largest amplitude.

Each sensor was studied at various bias voltages to determine an operating point that optimized
the measured time resolution. The preferred bias voltage values selected for the results discussed
in the remaining sections are -220 V, -285 V, -180 V, and -230 V for the BNL 2020, BNL 2021,
HPK C–2, and HPK B–2 sensors respectively.

4.1 Signal properties

After defining an appropriate event selection, we study the signal properties beginning with the size
of the signal amplitudes in the primary channel, as well as the neighboring channels. Subsequently
we combine information from multiple channels to reconstruct the position and time of each proton
hit.

The typical signal amplitudes are a critical property for the performance of each sensor. For
the BNL 2020 and BNL 2021 medium pitch sensors, Fig. 6 shows the signal amplitudes for events
where Strip 3 is the primary channel, following the numbering convention in Fig. 5. Due to the
signal sharing properties of the AC-LGADs, we observe signals with amplitudes well above noise
for secondary channels that did not have a direct impact from the proton. The size of the signal
amplitude decreases for strips that are increasingly further away from the primary strip.

Next, we studied the signal properties across the surface of the sensor. In bins of the proton
impact parameter, 𝑥, we fit the signal amplitude histogram to the convolution of a Landau distribution
and a Gaussian function to extract the most probable value (MPV) of the amplitude. Figures 7 and 8
show the MPV signal amplitudes as a function of 𝑥 for each channel in the BNL strip and HPK
pad sensors, respectively. The shaded gray regions indicate the regions covered by the metallized
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AC contacts. As seen in Fig. 7, the BNL 2020 and 2021 strips show large signals in particular for
channels with a direct proton hit. From these plots, we see signal sharing that extends to 2-3 strips
away from the primary strip before reaching the noise floor. Figure 8 shows the MPV amplitudes
for the HPK C–2 and B–2 sensors as a function of 𝑥 only, while the results are similar for the y
direction. The HPK C–2 and B–2 sensors have small variations in metallic gap sizes across all four
gaps in the sensor, but these variations had no impact on the observed performance. It can also
be seen in Fig. 8 the impact of the varying resistivity in the HPK C–2 and B–2 sensors. The high
resistivity C–2 sensor produces larger signals in the primary channel, but the signals decrease more
rapidly with distance, resulting in smaller signals in the neighboring channel. By contrast, the HPK
B–2 sensor shows a flatter distribution with smaller difference between the primary and secondary
signals. The more equitable sharing of signals in B–2 is a consequence of the larger signal sharing
scale associated with a lower resistivity surface layer. For future applications, the resistivity should
be carefully tuned to provide a signal-sharing distance appropriate for the pitch of the device under
consideration.
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Figure 7: Most probable values of amplitudes as functions of proton track hit position. Each curve
shows the MPV value for each strip individually for the BNL 2020 (left) and BNL 2021 medium
pitch (right) sensors. The grey area indicates the metallized regions on the sensor surface.

We also measure the detection efficiency of each sensor, defined as the number of events passing
the amplitude requirement discussed above divided by the number of events for which a track was
reconstructed and whose hit position is within the active region of the sensor. We observed that all
sensors were fully efficient across the readout regions for the 120 GeV protons. Fig. 9 shows the
efficiency of the primary threshold for each strip in the BNL sensors as well as the efficiency for a
second strip to additionally pass the secondary threshold. Thanks to the signal sharing, efficiency
of 100% is maintained even in the gaps between pairs of strips. The efficiency to find a primary
and secondary channel is also near 100%, which allows reconstruction of the proton position based
on interpolation between the two hit strips, as discussed in the following section.

4.2 Position reconstruction

The spatial resolution of the AC-LGADs can be significantly improved with respect to binary
readout by utilizing the signal sharing property of the sensors. To achieve the improved position
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Figure 8: Most probable values of amplitudes as functions of the proton track hit position. Each
curve shows the MPV value for each pad individually for the HPK C–2 (left) and HPK B–2 (right)
sensors. The amplitudes as a function of track y position shows similar results. The grey area
indicates the metallized regions on the sensor surface.
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Figure 9: Response efficiency of the BNL 2020 (left) and BNL 2021 medium pitch (right) sensors
for signal thresholds of 30 mV and 40 mV, respectively. The black curve corresponds to the logical
“OR” of all channels, with the additional requirement that there is a second strip with an amplitude
above 10 mV (BNL 2020) or 20 mV (BNL 2021). This curve represents the efficiency of the
requirements to perform a two strip position reconstruction. The grey area indicates the metallized
regions on the sensor surface.

resolution, we interpolate the position between two strips using the signal amplitude information
from multiple neighboring strips. We present two different methods for achieving this interpolation.
The first method estimates the proton position using the ratio of signal amplitudes in the primary
and secondary strips. The second method uses a machine learning technique that incorporates all
measured signal amplitudes into a neural network trained to reconstruct the track hit position from
the telescope. In both methods the measurements of the position resolution are limited by the
performance of the tracker reference, 5–10 µm resolution, as discussed in the following.
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4.2.1 Amplitude ratio method

In this method, we consider only the signal amplitudes from the leading and subleading channels.
For the strip sensors, the subleading channel is always on the left or right side of the maximum
amplitude channel. For the pad sensors, there can be multiple pads adjacent to the primary pad
with comparable subleading signal amplitudes. The horizontal and vertical position estimates are
performed independently, relying on the signals in the horizontal and vertical neighbors of the
primary pad.

To perform the position reconstruction, we first define in each event the amplitude fraction,
𝑎1/(𝑎1 + 𝑎2), where 𝑎1 and 𝑎2 are the amplitudes of the leading and subleading channels. Then,
for each sensor, we study the dependence of the amplitude fraction as a function of the proton track
hit position. The mean track position in bins of the amplitude fraction is shown in Fig. 10 (left) for
the case of the BNL 2020 sensor, over the range of one-half pitch from the center of the primary
channel to the boundary with the subleading channel. These distributions are then fit with up to a 5th

degree polynomial. Finally, the proton position in each event is estimated by finding the amplitude
fraction and evaluating the fit polynomial at that fraction to find the distance from the center of the
primary channel.

The signal sharing polynomials were obtained using only the data at nominal voltage for each
sensor, though it was observed that the relationship is not strongly dependent on the bias voltage.

Figure 10 (right) show the performance of the simple algorithm across the surface of the BNL
2020 sensor. The position resolution of the simple two-strip reconstruction reaches about 6 µm,
after subtracting in quadrature the mean expected contribution from the tracker resolution of 6 µm.
This value represents approximately a factor of 6 improvement from the resolution expected from
binary readout, pitch/

√
12.

Similar results are obtained using all of the BNL 2021 strip pitch variations. Since the BNL
2020 and 2021 sensors all reach position resolutions better than the tracker reference, it is difficult
to distinguish their performances. The limits obtained on their position resolutions are shown in
Table 1. The observed differences are attributed to systematic variation in the tracker performance
and alignment quality for different datasets, rather than differences intrinsic to the sensors.

The amplitude fraction model and the observed position resolution for the HPK C–2 pad
array are shown in Figure 11, for the case of the x-position reconstruction in the top row of pads.
Similar results are obtained in the case of the bottom row, and for the determination of the y-
position. The performance of the simple algorithm again yields a substantial gain with respect to
the binary readout, improving from 144 µm to a resolution of 20–40 µm. Unlike the strip sensors
the performance is not uniform across the surface, because the amplitude fraction as a function of
the position flattens in the interior of the pads under the metal. The deterioration in the pad interior
could likely be avoided by using a sensor with smaller metallized pads (and the same pitch).

Similar performance is observed for the HPK B–2 pad sensor.

4.2.2 Machine learning analysis

As an alternative position reconstruction algorithm, a neural network (NN) based regression was
trained to reconstruct the particle hit location within the sensor. Similar NN specifically trained for
AC-LGADs have been explored before [20]. As a general motivation, there are situations in which
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Figure 10: Proton track hit position with respect to the center of the primary strip as a function
of the amplitude fraction in the BNL 2020 sensor (left). Position resolution as a function of track
position for the same sensor (right). The grey area indicates the metallized regions on the sensor
surface. Errors represent the statistical uncertainty.
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Figure 11: Proton track hit position as a function of the amplitude fraction in the upper right pad
over the total amplitude in the upper half of the HPK C–2 pad sensor (left). Position resolution
as a function of track position for the same sensor (right). The grey area indicates the metallized
regions on the sensor surface. Errors represent the statistical uncertainty on the fits.

the NN could outperform the reconstruction method described previously in terms of latency due to
the fact that it is based on linear operations that are faster to evaluate on certain FPGAs and ASIC
chips. The functional form used for the amplitude ratio fits could become non-linear which is not
ideal for front-end electronics.

The NN was trained on data collected with the BNL 2020 sensor and used the position from
the FNAL tracking telescope as a target for the reconstructed position. The selection of the data
is identical to the selection used for the analysis described previously. The NN was trained using
a Keras-based [21] code framework. The data were randomly split into three categories: training,
testing, and validation. The training, testing, and validation categories are comprised of 80%, 10%,
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and 10% of the total data, respectively.
The input variables for the NN are the measured amplitudes and time from each channel in

the sensor. The NN model is a fully connected dense NN (DNN) with three hidden layers. The
input layer is passed to a lambda layer that transforms each of the inputs such that their respective
distributions have a mean of zero and standard deviation of one. The number of nodes for each
hidden layer was set to one hundred and the activation function for each of the hidden layers was
set to the commonly used rectified linear unit (ReLU) function. The output layer has only one value
for its output and does not use an activation function. The model is then trained using the Adam
optimizer [22] and by using the mean squared error as the loss function. The model is supervised to
predict the position measured by the FNAL tracking telescope. All hyper–parameters are scanned
to determine the optimal values for each one.

The final results are compared to the telescope position to measure the position resolution
from the NN method. The performance is almost identical compared to the results obtained with
the simplified method shown above. Because the NN is trained to target the tracking telescope
measurements, the position resolution will be limited by the resolution of the telescope. Therefore,
the overall performance difference between the two reconstruction approaches can not be discerned
at this stage.

4.3 Time reconstruction

Similar to position reconstruction, signal sharing can also be utilized to improve the time mea-
surement of the AC-LGAD sensor. The simplest approach for reconstructing the time for a given
particle hit is to use the timestamp measured in the channel with the largest signal amplitude,
using a constant fraction discriminator (CFD) algorithm at 20% level to the leading edge of the
signal. However, this approach can lead to non-uniform time resolution across the sensor as the
single-channel signal amplitudes are smaller at the boundary between two channels.

An improved method calculates timestamps according to the amplitude squared weighted
average of multiple channels as follows

𝑡reco =

∑
𝑖 𝑎

2
𝑖
𝑡𝑖∑

𝑖 𝑎
2
𝑖

, (4.1)

where 𝑎𝑖 and 𝑡𝑖 are the amplitude and time measurements of strip 𝑖. This time reconstruction method
can improve the performance at the interchannel boundaries.

As in DC-LGADs, the time resolution is in general dominated by two contributions: the
Landau fluctuations in the ionization profile, which limits the resolution to at best 25-30 ps for
50 µm sensors; and the jitter, which becomes subdominant at sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio
values. Since the jitter is independent in each channel, the multi-channel combination can reduce
this contribution. However, since the ionization fluctuations are correlated across all channels,
the Landau contribution is not affected by the combination. In general, for large timing systems,
variation in signal propagation time from signals originating at different positions can contribute to
the time resolution. For the devices considered in this analysis, the variation in signal propagation
time is small and does not significantly impact the time resolution. For larger devices, it may be
necessary to add additional position-dependent delay corrections to Eq. 4.1.
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We show measurements of the time resolution for the BNL 2020 and HPK C–2 sensors as a
function of the proton hit position along the axis perpendicular to the strip orientation in Fig. 12
using both the single and multi-channel timestamps. The time resolution is measured by comparing
the AC-LGAD timestamps with those from the Photek MCP-PMT. The time resolution of the
Photek MCP-PMT has been measured to be about 10 ps, and this value is subtracted in quadrature
from the time resolution measurements shown. For the strip sensors, when protons hits near the
inter-strip boundaries, the signals are split evenly between the two adjacent strips. Since neither
strip has a large signal in this case, the single-channel timestamps yield slightly worse performance.
However, combining both signals in the multi-channel timestamp recovers the performance in the
boundary regions, and ultimately delivers uniform resolution across the entire sensor at the 30 ps
intrinsic floor for the strip sensors. For the HPK C–2 sensor, the difference between the single and
multi-channel timestamps performance is not as significant.

Similar results are obtained from all BNL strip sensors and both HPK pad sensors studied, and
the time resolutions at optimal bias voltage reach the 30 ps Landau floor in all 6 sensors.
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Figure 12: Time resolution as a function of proton track hit position with different methods, for the
BNL 2020 sensor (left) and HPK C–2 pad (right). The grey area indicates the metallized regions
on the sensor surface. Errors represent the statistical uncertainty on the fits.

In Fig. 13, we show the time and position resolution, averaged across the BNL 2020 and BNL
2021 sensors, as a function of the bias voltage. The time resolution improves from about 40 ps to
30 ps as the bias voltage is increased.

4.4 Discussion

In general, we find excellent overall performance from the sensors considered in this test beam
campaign, as summarized in Table 1. All four of the BNL AC-LGAD strip variants delivered
position resolutions below 6–10 µm, at the limit of the measurement sensitivity. Remarkably, the
position resolution is at least 5–15 times finer than the resolution that would be obtained from
binary readout alone, and is achieved by interpolating the signals between just the two leading strips
in each event. The differences in the observed limits on the position resolution for the four BNL
strip variants are not considered to be significant; rather, they likely arise due to differences in the
telescope performance and alignment quality in each dataset.
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Figure 13: Measurements of time and position resolution as a function of bias voltage for the BNL
2020 (left) and BNL 2021 medium pitch (right) sensor. Errors represent the statistical uncertainty
on the fits.

All of the BNL strip sensors also reach time resolutions at the 30 ps limit that is intrinsic to
50 µm as in standard, i.e. DC-coupled, LGADs. Most of the timing performance is achieved by
using only the timestamp from the leading amplitude channel, though the combination with the
subleading channel ensures uniform resolution even in the interchannel boundaries where the signal
in the leading channel is reduced. These sensors exhibit 100% detection efficiency, even at the
interchannel boundaries. The strips exhibit signals with most probable charge in the range of 10-30
fC in the primary strip, and 2-10 fC in the neighboring strips.

The BNL strips achieved good performance thanks to a resistive surface layer with sufficient
resistivity to limit the signal sharing distance to 100-200 µm, comparable to the pitch, so that the
signals were concentrated in just two or three channels with high signal-to-noise ratios.

The HPK sensors, on the other hand, exhibited signal sharing on larger distance scales. The
longer signal sharing scale was well-suited for the geometry of the HPK 500 µm pad sensors. The
pad sensors also delivered time resolution at the 30 ps limit, and position resolutions approximately
7 times better than in binary readout. Comparing HPK resistivity variants C–2 and B–2, it is clear
the signal sharing distance could be tuned to yield better performance also for finer pitch sensors.

The position resolution of the pad detectors was observed to be non-uniform, due to degradation
for particles passing near the center of the pads. This can be understood from the signal sharing
profile, which flattens for protons that pass through the inner regions of the metal pads. The signals
in these events are absorbed almost fully by the primary pad, i.e. the pad that is directly hit by the
proton. We believe that this effect could be mitigated by reducing the size of the metal electrodes
from 500 µm to 200-300 µm, which would allow more of the signal to reach the adjacent pads and
recover uniform position resolution.

As a feasibility study, we also demonstrated a neural network reconstruction that was able to
yield the same performance as the amplitude ratio method. Since both methods reach the limit
of the telescope precision, we cannot discern an improvement in the performance from the neural
network method.
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Table 1: Performance summary for BNL strip and HPK pad detectors. A 10% uncertainty is
applied to the MPV signal amplitudes, representing the uncertainty in amplifier calibration. The
position resolutions quoted for the strips are only upper limits since the measurements are limited
by the resolution of the tracker reference. The HPK position resolution and all time resolution
uncertainties represent the statistical error, only.

Name Pitch Primary signal amp. Position res. Time res.
Unit µm mV µm ps
BNL 2020 100 101 ± 10 ≤6 29 ± 1
BNL 2021 Narrow 100 104 ± 10 ≤9 32 ± 1
BNL 2021 Medium 150 136 ± 13 ≤11 30 ± 1
BNL 2021 Wide 200 144 ± 14 ≤9 33 ± 1
HPK C–2 500 128 ± 12 22 ± 1 30 ± 1
HPK B–2 500 95 ± 10 24 ± 1 27 ± 1

5 Conclusions and Outlook

We present detailed studies of several AC-LGAD sensors exposed to 120 GeV proton beam at the
Fermilab test beam facility. Several enhancements to the experimental setup were incorporated, such
as improved DAQ that allows high speed readout of up to 7 channels, and significantly better position
resolution measurement. The new readout allows multi-strip measurements and a combination of
information that takes full advantage of signal sharing among neighboring channels. A proton hit
efficiency close to 100% has been measured for individual strips as well as for a combination of
adjacent strips. We demonstrate that uniform position resolution of around 6 µm can be achieved
with strip detectors. Uniform time resolution of around 30 ps can be achieved across the full surface
of sensors with correctly optimized geometry.

These results are the first demonstration of simultaneous 6 µm and 30 ps resolutions in a single
sensor. We demonstrate that the signal sharing observed in AC-LGADs can be utilized for much
improved position reconstruction compared to standard silicon detectors, with the additional benefit
of precision timing measurement.
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